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Abstract RFID-enabled systems allow fully automatic wireless identification of ob-
jects and are rapidly becoming a pervasive technology with various applications.
However, despite their benefits, RFID-based systems also pose challenging risks,
in particular concerning user privacy. Indeed, most RFID chips are computation-
ally and memory constrained devices without protection against physical tamper-
ing. Thus, existing computationally demanding privacy-protecting schemes cannot
be applied for RFID. Moreover, physical attacks that reveal the tag secrets impede
the use of symmetric-key based techniques. Hence, defining and designing usable
and privacy-preserving RFID protocols is a challenging open problem.
Recently, Vaudenay presented a comprehensive RFID security and privacy frame-
work that captures authentication of tags to readers and anonymity aspects. This
framework defines eight privacy notions that correspond to adversaries of different
strength, i.e., that differ in their ability to access the secrets of (i.e., to corrupt) tags
and to obtain auxiliary information from tag to reader communication.
In this paper, we present an efficient privacy-preserving RFID protocol that ad-
dresses Vaudenay’s open question on the feasibility of destructive privacy, i.e.,
privacy of tags that are destroyed during corruption. Our protocol is based on the
use of Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) which provide cost-efficient means
to fingerprint chips based on their physical properties and can be used to realize
tamper-evident storage for cryptographic secrets.
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1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that enables RFID readers to
perform fully automatic wireless identification of objects that are labeled with RFID
tags. Initially, this technology was mainly used for electronic labeling of pallets,
cartons and products to enable seamless supervision of supply chains. Today, RFID
technology is widely deployed to many other applications as well, including animal
and product identification [42, 2], access control [2, 47], electronic tickets [47] and
passports [27], and even human implantation [30].

As pointed out in previous publications (see, e.g., [67, 30]), this prevalence of
RFID technology introduces various risks, in particular concerning the privacy of
its users and holders. The most deterrent privacy risk concerns the tracking of users,
which allows the creation and misuse of detailed user profiles. Thus, an RFID sys-
tem should provide anonymity (confidentiality of the tag identity) as well as untrace-
ability (unlinkability of the communication of a tag) even in case the state (e.g., the
secret) of a tag has been disclosed. Despite these privacy risks, classical threats to
authentication and identification systems must be considered as well. Indeed, po-
tential threats to RFID systems are attacks, where the adversary tries to impersonate
or copy a legitimate tag. By legitimate we mean a tag created by an accredited tag
issuer. Thus, appropriate countermeasures must be provided (authentication and un-
clonability). However, there are some other risks such as denial-of-service attacks,
where an adversary unnoticeably interacts with tags and exploits deficiencies of
the underlying protocols to permanently disable legitimate tags remotely [7], which
must also be prevented (availability). In addition to the privacy and security require-
ments discussed above, RFID systems in practice must achieve various functional
goals, including fast verification of cost-efficient tags (efficiency) and support of a
huge number of tags (scalability). However, depending on the underlying applica-
tion scenario and the given technological constraints, practical realizations may not
be able to fulfill all of these requirements. In particular, the security and functional
requirements often contradict the privacy requirements.

Most currently used RFID systems do not offer privacy at all (see, e.g., [62, 48,
47, 61]). This is mainly because current cost-efficient tags do not provide the nec-
essary computational resources to run privacy-preserving protocols [2, 47], which
heavily rely on public-key cryptography. Moreover, as pointed out in Section 3,
privacy-preserving solutions without public-key cryptography do not fulfill impor-
tant security or functional requirements and thus, are inapplicable to real-world ap-
plications.

The design of a secure privacy-preserving RFID scheme requires a careful anal-
ysis in an appropriate formal security and privacy model. Existing security and
privacy models for RFID (see, e.g., [3, 33, 8, 7]) often do not consider important
aspects like adversaries with access to auxiliary information (on whether the iden-
tification of a tag was successful or not) or the privacy of corrupted tags (whose
secrets have been disclosed). Recently, a comprehensive security and privacy model
that generalizes and improves many previous works in a single concise framework
has been proposed in [66] and refined in [45, 53]. In the following, we refer to the
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privacy model of [66] as the V-Model (Vaudenay Model). The V-Model [66] intro-
duces eight privacy notions, which correspond to adversaries of different strength.
The strongest achievable privacy notion in this model (narrow-strong privacy) al-
lows the adversary to arbitrarily corrupt tags but does not capture the availability of
auxiliary information. If auxiliary information is of concern, the weaker notions of
destructive and forward privacy must be considered while weak privacy does not
adequately model the capabilities of real-world adversaries since weak privacy does
not allow tag corruption. However, [66] showed that narrow-strong privacy requires
the use of public-key cryptography [66], which in general clearly exceeds the ca-
pabilities of current cost-efficient RFIDs [2, 47]. Moreover, it has been shown that
forward privacy can be achieved but at the cost of using public-key cryptography
while the feasibility of the stronger notion of destructive privacy currently is an
open question [66].
Contribution. In this paper, we propose a new privacy-preserving tag authentication
protocol for RFID that can be proven to be destructive private in the V-Model [66].
This means that our protocol provides untraceability of tags against adversaries that
permanently destroy a tag by physically attacking (i.e., corrupting) it. Our protocol
is based on the weak private protocol proposed in [66] and uses Physically Unclon-
able Functions (PUFs) as tamper-evident key storage in a similar way as described
in [64]. This means that the tag authentication key is not stored on the tag but recon-
structed from the physical characteristics of the RFID chip each time it is needed.
The properties of the PUF ensure that any attempt to physically tamper with the
PUF to obtain the authentication secret of the tag result in destruction of the PUF
and the tag secret, which corresponds to the definition of a destructive adversary in
the V-Model [66].

2 High-Level RFID System and Requirement Analysis

We first informally analyze the general scenario of Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) on a very high level.

System Model

An RFID system consists of at least an operator I , a reader R and a tag T [17].
The operator I is the entity that enrolls and maintains the RFID system. Hence, I
initializes each tag T and reader R before it is deployed in the system. A tag T
or reader R that has been initialized by the operator I is called legitimate. A tag
T is a hardware token with constrained computing and memory capabilities that is
equipped with a radio interface [17, 2, 47]. All information (e.g., secrets and data)
that is stored on a tag T is denoted as the state of T . Usually, tags are attached
to objects or carried by the users of the RFID system [16, 46]. A reader R is a
stationary or mobile computing device that interacts with all tags within its read-
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ing range to authenticate them. Depending on the specific use case (e.g., electronic
passports [27]), the reader R may obtain additional information like the tag identity
or some data stored on the tag T . Readers can have a sporadic or permanent online
connection to some backend system D , which typically is a database maintaining
detailed information on all tags in the system [15]. The backend is initialized and
maintained by the operator I and can be read and updated by the readers R.

Trust and Adversary Model

The operator I is the entity that maintains the RFID system, and thus can be con-
sidered to be honest. However, I may be curious since he may collect user infor-
mation (see, e.g., [67, 29]) while in general at the same time nobody can blame him
for cheating.

Since RFID tags and readers communicate over a radio link, every entity can
eavesdrop or manipulate this communication, even from outside the nominal read-
ing range [37]. Thus, the adversary can be every (potentially unknown) entity that
needs not to be a member of the RFID system. Besides the communication be-
tween a tag T and a reader R, an adversary can also obtain useful auxiliary in-
formation (e.g., by visual observation) on whether the reader R accepted the tag
T [33, 66]. Most commercial RFID tags are cost-efficient devices without (expen-
sive) protection mechanisms against physical tampering [2, 47]. Hence, an adver-
sary in practice can physically attack (corrupt) a tag to access its state (e.g., its
secrets) [38, 39, 41, 26].

RFID readers are embedded devices that can be integrated into mobile devices
(e.g., mobile phones or PDAs) or laptops and personal computers. The resulting
complexity exposes readers to sophisticated hard- and software attacks (e.g., viruses
or Trojans). Hence, an adversary in practice can get full control of (corrupt) an
RFID reader [5]. This problem aggravates for mobile readers that can easily be lost
or stolen.

Security and Privacy Threats

The most deterrent privacy risk concerns the tracking of users, which allows the
creation and misuse of detailed profiles of a user of the RFID system [30]. For in-
stance, tracking or identification of a tag enables the creation of detailed movement
profiles, which can leak sensitive information on the personal habits and interests of
the tag user.

A major security risk concerns adversaries who trick an honest reader to accept
illegitimate tags. The main threats are to create faked (illegitimate) tags that are
accepted by legitimate readers (forgery) and to simulate (impersonate) or to copy
(clone) legitimate tags. Another threat concerns attacks that permanently prevent
users from using the RFID system (denial-of-service) [7].
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Security and Privacy Objectives

Based on the discussion in the previous paragraphs, we consider RFID systems that
provide anonymity as well as untraceability even when the state of (i.e., the data
stored on) a tag has been disclosed. Anonymity means the confidentiality of the
tag identity whereas untraceability refers to the unlinkability of the tag communi-
cation. To distinguish tracing in past or future protocol-runs, the notions of forward
untraceability and backward untraceability are defined in [40]. In use cases like
electronic passports, where tags store privacy-sensitive data, reader authentication
is an additional goal to prevent disclosure of this data to illegitimate readers.

The major security objective of an RFID system is to ensure that only legitimate
tags are accepted by legitimate readers (tag authentication). Hence, the reader must
be able to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate tags. Most use cases addi-
tionally require the reader to be capable of determining the (authentic) tag identity
(tag identification).

3 Related Work

Privacy-Preserving RFID Protocols

A general problem with privacy-preserving authentication of low-cost tags that are
incapable of public-key operations is how to inform the reader which key should
be used for the authentication. Indeed, a tag cannot disclose its identity before the
reader has been authenticated since this would violate untraceability. However, a
reader cannot authenticate a tag unless it knows the identity (i.e., the key) of that
tag. Essentially there are three approaches that address this problem.

The first approach is that the reader performs an exhaustive search for the se-
cret key that is used by the authenticating tag [67]. Solutions to optimize this ap-
proach (see, e.g., [42, 63]) suffer from inefficiency since tag verification depends
on the total number of tags in the system. Clearly, this violates the efficiency
and scalability requirements of most practical RFID systems. A prominent fam-
ily of lightweight authentication protocols in this context are the HB protocols
(see, e.g., [32, 35, 36, 34]). These protocols are subject to man-in-the-middle at-
tacks [20, 21, 52, 18], require the reader to perform an exhaustive search for the
authentication secret of the authenticating tag and usually require many rounds of
interaction [68]. Moreover, tag corruption is usually not considered in the security
evaluation of the HB protocols.

In the second approach, a tag updates its identity after each interaction such that
its new identity is unlinkable and only known to the tag and the authorized readers,
which allows readers to identify tags in constant time (see, e.g., [24, 51, 12, 40,
60]). However, this approach requires each tag to be always synchronized with all
readers in the system. In general, it is easy to mount denial-of-service attacks that
desynchronize the tag and the readers (see e.g., [24, 12]).
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Another approach to enhance the privacy of RFID systems without lifting the
computational requirements on tags are anonymizer-enabled protocols, where ex-
ternal devices (anonymizers) are in charge of providing anonymity of tags (see,
e.g., [31, 22, 58, 1, 55, 56]). The main concept of anonymizer-enabled protocols
is that each tag stores a ciphertext that encrypts the information carried by the tag
(e.g., the tag identifier) under the public key of the reader. This ciphertext is trans-
mitted to the reader in the tag authentication protocol. Since this ciphertext is static
data that can be used to track and to identify the tag, it must be frequently changed
to provide anonymity and untraceability. However, current RFIDs [2, 47] are not
capable of updating this public-key encrypted ciphertext on their own and thus, pri-
vacy in these protocols relies on third parties, called anonymizers, that frequently
refresh the ciphertexts stored on the tags. Most anonymizer-enabled RFID systems
are subject to impersonation attacks since tag authentication is only based on the ci-
phertext that the tag sends to the reader. Moreover, existing security models do not
capture RFID systems that use anonymizers. The authors of [57] address these is-
sues and propose an anonymizer-enabled RFID system that provides untraceability,
tag authentication and basic availability along with a general security and privacy
framework for anonymizer-enabled RFID systems that is based on the security and
privacy model of [66].

For a broad overview about privacy issues in RFID systems, see also [57].

RFID Protocols based on Physically Unclonable Functions

To prevent cloning of a tag it must be infeasible to determine its authentication
secret by both attacking the corresponding authentication protocols as well as by
physically attacking the tag. One solution to counterfeit cloning attacks is to em-
ploy physical protection mechanisms that aggravate reading out the memory of a
tag [59, 43]. However, this would dramatically increase the price of tags and render
them inappropriate for most commercial applications. A more economic solution
to prevent cloning can be implemented by using physically unclonable functions
(PUFs) [64, 19].

A PUF consists of an inherently unclonable noisy function P that is embedded
into a physical object [65]. The unclonability of a PUF comes from randomness gen-
erated during its manufacturing processes. A PUF maps challenges to responses. A
challenge c is a stimulus signal input to the PUF that makes the PUF to return a
response r′ = P(c) that is specific for that PUF with respect to the stimulus c. This
response r′ relies on the physical properties of the corresponding physical object,
which, however, is subject to environmental noise (e.g., temperature or supply volt-
age variations). Thus, the PUF will always return slightly different responses r′ to
the same stimulus c. These slight deviations can be removed by a small circuit,
called fuzzy extractor, that (up to a certain threshold) maps different responses r′ to
a unique value r for each specific challenge c [14]. The fuzzy extractor needs some
additional input w (called helper data) to remove the effects of noise on the PUF.
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Moreover, two different PUFs that are challenged with the same stimulus will return
seemingly independent responses with overwhelming probability.

A PUF can be embedded into a microchip, e.g., by exploiting statistical variations
of delays of gates and wires within the chip [19]. These deviations are unique for
every sample from a set of chips (even from the same lot or wafer) that implement
the same circuit.

Physically unclonable functions are a very interesting and promising approach to
increase the security of existing RFID systems. Moreover, they open new directions
towards cost-efficient privacy-preserving protocols based on physical assumptions.
They provide cost-effective and practical tamper-evident storage for cryptographic
secrets that even cannot be learned or reproduced by the manufacturer of the cor-
responding PUF (as long as the manufacturer produced the PUF following the pre-
scribed procedure).

One of the first proposals of using PUFs in RFID systems is introduced by [54].
It proposes the manufacturer of a tag to store a set of challenge-response pairs in
a database, which can later be used by RFID readers that are connected to this
database to identify a tag. The idea is that the reader chooses a challenge from
the database, queries the tag and checks whether the database contains a tuple that
matches the response received from the tag. One problem of this approach is that
challenge-response pairs cannot be reused since this would enable replay attacks
and allow tracing of tags. Hence, the number of tag authentications is limited by the
database and the time required to measure the reference responses for the database.
This scheme has been implemented by [11] who provide a realization of PUF-
enabled RFID tags and analyze their security and usability. The authors of [25]
propose a similar approach based on the physical characteristics of SRAM cells.
The advantage of this approach is that SRAM-PUFs can be implemented using the
existing SRAM memory cells of the RFID chip without the need for additional
hardware.

In [64], the authors propose to use a PUF as secure key storage for the secret
authentication key of the RFID tag. This means that instead of storing the key in
some protected memory, a PUF is used to reconstruct the key whenever it is needed.
Since the key is inherently hidden within the physical structure of the PUF, obtaining
this secret by hardware-related attacks is supposed to be intractable for real-world
adversaries [19]. According to [64], a PUF-based key storage can be implemented
with less than 1000 gates. However, their authentication scheme relies on public-key
cryptography, which is still much too expensive for current low-cost RFID tags.

The authors of [6] follow the approach of frequently updating the identity of tags
to provide privacy (see Section 3) and suggest to use PUFs instead of pseudorandom
functions. They propose to equip each tag with a PUF P that is used to derive new tag
identifiers. Since readers cannot recompute these identifiers, the authors propose the
readers to access a database that stores a tuple (T0,T1, . . . ,Tm) for each legitimate
tag T where T0 is a random tag identifier and Ti+1 = P(Ti) for i ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1}.
To authenticate to a reader, a tag first sends its current identifier Ti and then updates
its identity to Ti+1 ← P(Ti). The reader then checks whether there is a tuple that
contains a value Ti in the database. In case the reader finds Ti, it accepts the tag and
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invalidates all previous database entries T j where j ≤ i to prevent replay attacks.
A major drawback of this scheme is that a tag can only be authenticated m times
without being re-initialized, which, as the authors mention, allows an adversary to
perform denial-of-service attacks.

Privacy Models for RFID

One of the first privacy models for RFID [50] defines anonymity and backward un-
traceability based on a security game where an adversary must distinguish a random
value from the output of a tag. However, it does not consider forward untraceability.
A privacy model specific for RFIDs that cannot perform any cryptographic opera-
tions [29] is based on assumptions on the number of queries an adversary can make
to a tag but does not capture adversaries who can corrupt tags. Thus, it does not
cover backward and forward untraceability, which is required to realistically model
adversaries against cost-efficient tags in practice. Another privacy model [3, 4] pro-
vides various flexible definitions for different levels of privacy based on a security
experiment where an adversary must distinguish two known tags. This model is ex-
tended in [33] by the notion of auxiliary information. In [8], a completeness and
soundness requirement is added to the definition of [33], which means that a reader
must accept all but only valid tags. The definition of [33] has been further improved
in [23] to cover backwards untraceability. Another privacy model [7] is based on the
universal composability (UC) framework and claims to be the first model that con-
siders availability. However, it does not allow the adversary to corrupt tags and does
not capture backwards untraceability. Recently, [66] presented a privacy model that
generalizes and classifies previous RFID privacy models by defining eight levels of
privacy that correspond to real-world adversaries of different strength. The strongest
privacy notion of [66] captures anonymity, backward and forward untraceability and
adversaries with access to auxiliary information. Moreover, it provides a security
definition equivalent to [8] that covers tag authentication. The model of [66] has
been extended in [53] to consider reader authentication whereas [45] aims at reduc-
ing the mentioned eight privacy classes to three privacy classes. Recently in [10, 9]
other privacy notions have been considered along with denial of service attacks.
The authors of [44] use the framework of [66, 53] to classify and to examine the pri-
vacy properties of various existing symmetric-key-based authentication protocols
for RFID and show several impossibility results for this class of protocols.

4 RFID Security and Privacy Model of Vaudenay [66]

In this section, we review the RFID security and privacy model proposed by Vau-
denay (V-Model) [66], which is one of the most comprehensive RFID privacy and
security models up to date. We start by setting the notation that will be used later
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and then give a fairly detailed and at the same time more formal specification of the
V-Model [66].

General Notation

For a finite set S, |S| denotes the size of set S whereas for an integer (or a bitstring)
n the term |n| means the bit-length of n. The term s ∈R S means the assignment of
a uniformly chosen element of S to variable s. With /0 we denote both the empty
set as well as the empty string. Let A be a probabilistic algorithm. Then y← A(x)
means that on input x, algorithm A assigns its output to variable y. The term [A(x)]
denotes the set of all possible outputs of A on input x. AK(x) means that the output
of A depends on x and some additional parameter K (e.g., a secret key). The term
Prot[A : xA; B : xB; ∗ : xpub]→ [A : yA; B : yB] denotes an interactive protocol Prot
between two probabilistic algorithms A and B. Hereby, A (resp. B) gets a private
input xA (resp. xB) and a public input xpub. While A (resp. B) is operating, it can
interact with B (resp. A). After the protocol terminates, A (resp. B) returns yA (resp.
yB).

Let E be some event (e.g., the result of a security experiment), then Pr[E] denotes
the probability that E occurs. Probability ε(l) is called negligible if for all polyno-
mials f (·) it holds that ε(l)≤ 1/ f (l) for all sufficiently large l. Probability 1− ε(l)
is called overwhelming if ε(l) is negligible.

Pseudo-Random Function (PRF)

Let l ∈ N be a security parameter, κ,α,β ∈ N be polynomially bounded in l and
F : {0,1}κ+α −→ {0,1}β be a family of functions. Consider the following security
experiment Expprf-b

Aprf
, where an adversary Aprf interacts with a PRF-challenger Cprf:

When initialized with l, κ , α , β and b ∈R {0,1}, Cprf chooses K ∈R {0,1}κ and
initializes an oracle OFK that on input x ∈ {0,1}α returns y← FK(x) if b = 1 and
y ∈R {0,1}β otherwise. After a polynomial number of queries to oracle OFK , Aprf
then must return a bit b′. Aprf wins the security experiment if b = b′.

Definition 1 (Pseudo-Random Function [49]). A pseudo random function (PRF)
is a family of functions F with the following properties:

1. Each function FK ∈ F can be identified by a unique index K ∈ {0,1}κ .
2. There is a polynomial time algorithm that given an index K ∈ {0,1}κ and input

x ∈ {0,1}α computes FK(x).
3. Each probabilistic polynomial time adversary Aprf has at most negligible advan-

tage: Advprf
Aprf

=
∣∣Pr

[
Expprf-1

Aprf
= 1

]
−Pr

[
Expprf-0

Aprf
= 1

]∣∣.
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Physicaly Unclonable Function (PUF)

A physically unclonable function is an inherently unclonable noisy function that is
embedded into a physical object (e.g., an integrated circuit) [65]. When challenged
with a stimulus (challenge), a PUF generates an output (response) that depends on
both the challenge and the physical properties of the object containing the PUF.
However, the physical object is subject to noise (e.g., temperature and/or supply
voltage variations) and hence, when queried with the same challenge multiple times,
the PUF will always return slightly different responses. To eliminate these output
variations Fuzzy Extractors [13, 14] can be used.

To the best of our knowledge, currently there is no widely accepted security
model for PUFs. Moreover, setting up a model that realistically reflects the proper-
ties of real PUFs requires precise physical evaluation results to determine the capa-
bilities of an adversary against PUFs in practice. However, industry considers this
data as trade secret while academia usually is restricted to prototype implementa-
tions of PUFs (e.g., on FPGAs) that do not reflect the properties of real product-
quality PUF implementations (e.g., on ASICs). Hence, in this paper, we fall back
to an idealized model of PUFs that does not reflect real PUF implementations but
captures the desired properties of an ideal PUF component.

Let l ∈ N be a security parameter, γ,κ ∈ N be polynomially bounded in l and
P : {0,1}γ −→ {0,1}κ be a function. Consider the following security experiment
Exppuf-b

Apuf
that is similar to Expprf-b

Aprf
described above. The difference is that, when

initialized with l, γ , κ and b ∈R {0,1}, the PUF-challenger Cpuf initializes an oracle
OP that on input x ∈ {0,1}γ returns y← P(x) if b = 1 and y ∈R {0,1}κ otherwise.
After a polynomial number of queries to OP, Apuf must return a bit b′. Apuf wins
the security experiment if b = b′.

Definition 2 (Ideal PUF). An ideal PUF is a function P with the following proper-
ties:

1. For all c ∈ {0,1}γ and all tuples (ri,r j) ∈
[
P(c)

]2, probability Pr[ri = r j] = 1.
2. In the above experiment, any probabilistic polynomial time adversary Apuf has at

most negligible advantage: Advpuf
Apuf

=
∣∣Pr

[
Exppuf-1

Apuf
= 1

]
−Pr

[
Exppuf-0

Apuf
= 1

]∣∣.
3. Any attempt to physically tamper with the object implementing P results in de-

struction of P, i.e., P cannot be evaluated any more.

Note that the second property of Definition 2 is similar to the pseudo-randomness
property of a PRF (see Definition 1). Hence, the output of an ideal PUF is pseudo-
random, which can be achieved in practice by using Fuzzy Extractors [13, 14]. In
addition, the second property of Definition 2 implies that the adversary cannot com-
pute the output of the PUF for an adaptively chosen challenge even after adap-
tively querying the PUF for a polynomial number of times. In return, this means
that the adversary cannot emulate (i.e., impersonate or clone) the PUF based on its
input/output behaviour. According to the third property of Definition 2, the adver-
sary cannot obtain any information about the PUF by physical means, which entirely
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prevents cloning of the PUF. Moreover, the capabilities of the adversary are not lim-
ited concerning the creation and querying of other PUFs, which means that different
ideal PUFs are independent pseudo-random functions.

4.1 System Model

As most RFID privacy models, the V-Model [66] considers RFID systems that con-
sist of one single operator I , one single reader R and a polynomial number of tags
T . The reader R is assumed to be capable of performing public-key cryptography
and of handling multiple instances of the tag identification protocol with different
tags in parallel. Tags are passive devices, i.e., they do not have own power supply
but are powered by the electromagnetic field of the reader R. Hence, tags cannot
initiate communication and have a narrow communication range (of a few centime-
ters to meters). Tags are assumed to be capable of performing basic cryptographic
operations like hashing, random number generation and symmetric-key encryption.

Trust and Adversary Model

In the V-Model [66], the issuer I , the backend D and the readers R are assumed
to be trusted. Therefore, these entities will behave as intended. All the readers R
and the backend D are subsumed to one single reader entity R. This implies that all
readers R are assumed to be tamper-resistant devices that have a permanent secure
online connection to a database D . Tags are considered to be untrusted, which means
that the adversary can obtain their state (i.e., all the data stored on them).

The adversary can eavesdrop and manipulate the communication channel be-
tween a tag T and the reader R. The V-Model [66] defines eight adversary classes
that differ in their ability to corrupt tags and the availability of auxiliary information
(see Section 4.2). Hence, depending on the adversary class, the adversary is subject
to different restrictions concerning tag corruption. At this point we would like to
stress that the V-Model [66] does not pose any limitation regarding corruption of a
tag T while the tag TID is involved in the authentication protocol with the reader
R. However, the adversary is not allowed to corrupt the reader R.

Security and Privacy Objectives

The main security goal of the V-Model [66] is tag authentication. More precisely, a
legitimate reader R should only accept legitimate tags and must be able to identity
them. Reader authentication, availability and protection against cloning are not cap-
tured by the V-Model [66]. The privacy objectives are anonymity and unlinkability.
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Protocol Definitions

The operator I sets up the reader R and all tags T . Hence, there are two setup
protocols where R and the tags T are initialized and their system parameters (e.g.,
keys) are generated and defined. A third protocol between a tag T and R covers tag
authentication. More formally, the RFID system model of [53] is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (RFID System [53]). An RFID system RFID is a tuple of probabilistic
polynomial time algorithms (R,T ,SetupReader,SetupTag, Ident) that are speci-
fied as follows:

SetupReader(1l)→ (skR ,pkR ,DB) On input of a security parameter l ∈ N, this
algorithm initializes the reader algorithm R by creating some public parameters
pkR that are known to all entities and some secret parameters skR that are only
known to R. This algorithm also initializes a credentials database DB that can
only be accessed by R and that stores the identities and the authentication secrets
of all legitimate tags.

SetupTagpkR
(ID)→ (K,S) Creates a tag TID, which is an instance of the tag

algorithm T . Hereby, the public key pkR of R is used to generate a secret K
and an initial tag state S. TID is initialized with S and (ID,K) is stored in the
credentials database DB of R.

Ident[TID :S; R :skR ,DB; ∗ :pkR ]→ [TID :−; R :outR ] This is an interactive pro-
tocol between a tag TID and the reader R. TID takes as input its current state S
while R has as input its secret key skR and the credentials database DB. The
common input to all parties is the public key pkR of R. After the protocol termi-
nates, R returns either the identity ID of TID or ⊥ to indicate that TID is not a
legitimate tag.

4.2 Adversary Model

In the V-Model [66], the privacy and security objectives are defined as security ex-
periments, where a polynomially bounded adversary can interact with a set of ora-
cles that model the capabilities of the adversary. These oracles are:

CreateTagb(ID) This oracle allows the adversary to set up a tag TID with iden-
tifier ID by internally calling SetupTagpkR

(ID) to create (K,S) for TID. If input
b = 1, the adversary chooses TID to be legitimate, which means that (ID,K) is
added to the credentials database DB of R. For input b = 0, the adversary chooses
TID to be illegitimate and (ID,K) is not added to DB.1 This models the fact that
an adversary can obtain (e.g., buy) legitimate tags and create forgeries.

1 Note that illegitimate tags created by the CreateTag oracle are initialized in the same way as
legitimate tags with the only difference that their identifier ID and secret K is not added to the
credentials database DB of R. As shown in [66], an adversary can use such tags to violate the
privacy objectives.
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Draw(δ )→ (vtag1,b1, . . . ,vtagn,bn) Initially, the adversary cannot interact with
any tag but must query the Draw oracle to get access to a set of tags that has
been chosen according to a given tag distribution δ . This models the fact that the
adversary can only interact with the tags within his reading range. The adversary
usually only knows the tags it can interact with by some temporary tag identifiers
vtag1, . . . ,vtagn. The Draw oracle manages a secret look-up table Γ that keeps
track of the real tag identifier IDi that is associated with each temporary tag
identifier vtagi (i.e., Γ [vtagi] = IDi). Moreover, the Draw oracle also provides to
the adversary the information on whether the tags are legitimate (bi = 1) or not
(bi = 0).

Free(vtag) Contrary to Draw, the Free oracle makes a tag vtag inaccessible to the
adversary. This means that the adversary cannot interact with the tag vtag any
longer until it is made accessible again (under a new temporary identifier vtag′)
by another Draw query. This models the fact that a tag can get out of the reading
range of the adversary.

Launch()→ π Makes the reader R to start a new instance π of the Ident protocol,
which allows the adversary to start different concurrent Ident protocol instances
with the reader R.

SendReader(m,π)→ m′ Sends a message m to the instance π of the Ident pro-
tocol that is running on the reader R. The reader R interprets m as a protocol
message of instance π of the Ident protocol and responds with a message m′.
This allows the adversary to perform active attacks on the Ident protocol.

SendTag(m,vtag)→ m′ Sends a message m to the tag TID that is known as vtag
to the adversary. TID interprets m as a protocol message of the Ident protocol and
responds with a message m′. This allows the adversary to perform active attacks
on the Ident protocol.

Result(π) Returns 1 if the instance π of the Ident protocol has been completed
and the tag TID that participated in this instance π has been accepted by the
reader R. In case R identified an illegitimate tag, Result returns 0. This allows
the adversary to obtain auxiliary information on whether the authentication of
TID was successful or not.

Corrupt(vtag)→ S Returns the current state S of the tag TID that is known as vtag
to the adversary. This models (physical) attacks on TID that disclose the current
tag state S (i.e., all information stored on or used by TID at the time of corruption)
to the adversary.

The V-Model [66] distinguishes the following adversary classes, which differ in
their ability to corrupt tags and the availability of auxiliary information (i.e., the
ability to call the Corrupt and the Result oracle):

• Weak adversaries cannot corrupt tags and are limited to eavesdropping and ma-
nipulating the communication between the tags and the reader.

• Forward adversaries can obtain the state of the tags only as the last interaction
with the oracles defined above. This means that after having corrupted a tag for
the first time, a forward adversary can no longer observe any protocol execution
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or interact with any tag or reader. However, he can still corrupt all remaining
non-corrupted tags.

• Destructive adversaries cannot reuse a tag after corrupting it. This means that a
destructive adversary cannot observe or interact with a corrupted tag nor can he
impersonate the corrupted tag to the reader. However, he can still observe and
interact with any non-corrupted tag.2

• Strong adversaries are not restricted in their ability to corrupt tags.

Moreover, the V-Model [66] defines narrow variants of the four adversary classes
described above (i.e., narrow-weak, narrow-forward, narrow-destructive and narrow-
strong). In addition to the restrictions concerning tag corruption of the correspond-
ing adversary class, a narrow adversary cannot obtain auxiliary information from
the communication between the tags and the reader.

Definition 4 (Adversary Classes [66]). An adversary is a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm that has arbitrary access to all of the oracles described in Section 4.2.
Weak adversaries cannot access the Corrupt oracle. Forward adversaries can no
longer query any other oracle than Corrupt after they made the first query to the
Corrupt oracle. Destructive adversaries cannot query any oracle for vtag again after
they made a Corrupt(vtag) query. Strong adversaries have no restrictions on the use
of the Corrupt oracle. Narrow adversaries cannot access the Result oracle.

According to the above notation and definitions, we now recall the definitions of
correctness, security and privacy of the V-Model [66].

4.3 Definition of Correctness, Security and Privacy

Correctness

Correctness describes the honest behavior of legitimate tags T and the reader R.
With overwhelming probability, the reader R returns outR = ID when interacting
with a legitimate tag TID and outR =⊥ otherwise. More formally:

Definition 5 (Correctness [53]). An RFID system RFID as defined in Definition 3
is correct if for every l ∈ N, every (skR ,pkR ,DB) ∈ [SetupReader(1l)] and every
(K,S) ∈ [SetupTagpkR

(ID)] it holds with overwhelming probability that

Ident[TID :S; R :skR ,DB; ∗ :pkR ]→ [TID :−; R :ID] .

2 Note that, in case of PUF-enabled RFID tags, a destructive adversary can corrupt the tag and
read out its memory whereas the properties of the PUF ensure that the PUF is destroyed and the
adversary does not obtain any information on the PUF.
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Security Definition

The security definition given by the V-Model [66] focuses on attacks where the
adversary aims to impersonate or forge a legitimate tag. It does not capture security
against cloning and availability.

The definition of tag authentication is based on a security experiment ExpT -auth
Asec

where a strong adversary Asec must make the reader R to identify some tag TID in
some instance π of the Ident protocol. To exclude trivial attacks (e.g., relay attacks),
Asec is not allowed to simply forward all the messages from TID to R in instance
π nor to corrupt TID. This means that at least some of the protocol messages that
made R to return ID must have been partly computed by Asec without knowing the
secrets of TID. With ExpT -auth

Asec
= 1 we denote the case where Asec wins the security

experiment.

Definition 6 (Tag Authentication [53]). An RFID system (Definition 3) achieves
tag authentication if for every strong adversary Asec Pr[ExpT -auth

Asec
= 1] is negligible.

Note that tag authentication is a critical property and hence must be preserved even
against strong adversaries.

Privacy Definition

The privacy definition of the V-Model [66] is very flexible and, dependent on the
adversary class considered (see Definition 4), it covers different notions of privacy.
It captures anonymity and unlinkability and focuses on the privacy leakage of the
communication of tags with the reader R. It is based on the existence of a simulator
B, called blinder, that can simulate the tags and the reader R without knowing
any of their secrets such that an adversary Aprv cannot distinguish whether it is
interacting with the real or the simulated RFID system. The rationale behind this
simulation-based definition is that the communication of the tags with the reader
R does not leak any information about the tags. Hence, everything the adversary
Aprv observes from the interaction with the tags and the reader R appears to be
independent of the tags and consequently, Aprv cannot distinguish different tags
based on their communication, which corresponds to unlinkability.

In the following, we express this privacy definition in a more formal way by a
privacy experiment Expprv-b

Aprv
. Let Aprv be an adversary according to Definition 4,

l ∈ N be a given security parameter and b ∈R {0,1}. In the first phase of the ex-
periment, the reader R is initialized with (skR ,pkR ,DB)← SetupReader(1l). The
public key pkR is given to Aprv and to the simulator B. Now, Aprv is allowed to
arbitrarily interact with all oracles defined in Section 4.2. Hereby, Aprv is subject to
the restrictions of its corresponding adversary class (see Definition 4). If b = 1, all
queries to the Launch, SendReader, SendTag and Result oracles are redirected to
and answered by the simulator B. Hereby, B can observe all queries Aprv makes
to all the other oracles that are not simulated by B and the corresponding responses
(“B sees what Aprv sees”). After a polynomial number of oracle queries, the second
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Strong ⇒ Destructive ⇒ Forward ⇒ Weak
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

Narrow-Strong ⇒ Narrow-Destructive ⇒ Narrow-Forward ⇒ Narrow-Weak

Fig. 1 Privacy notions defined in the PV-Model [53] and their relations.

phase of the experiment starts. In this second stage, Aprv can no longer interact with
the oracles but is given the hidden table Γ of the Draw oracle. Finally, Aprv returns
a bit b′, which we denote with Expprv-b

Aprv
= b′.

Definition 7 (Privacy [66]). Let C be one of the adversary classes according to
Definition 4. An RFID system (Definition 3) is C-private if for every adversary Aprv
of C there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm B (blinder) such that

Advprv
Aprv

=
∣∣Pr

[
Expprv-0

Aprv
= 1

]
−Pr

[
Expprv-1

Aprv
= 1

]∣∣

is negligible. B simulates the Launch, SendReader, SendTag and Result oracles to
Aprv without having access to skR and DB. Hereby, all oracle queries Aprv makes
and their corresponding responses are also sent to B.

All privacy notions defined in the PV-Model [53] are summarized in Figure 1, which
also shows the relations among them. It has been shown that strong privacy is im-
possible [66] while the technical feasibility of destructive privacy has been an open
problem.

5 A PUF-based Destructive-Private RFID Protocol

In this section, we address an open problem of [66] by presenting the first destructive-
private RFID protocol. Our protocol is based on the weak-private protocol of [66],
which is a simple challenge-response protocol. To achieve destructive-privacy, in
our protocol, the tag T does not directly use its state S as authentication key K.
Instead, K is derived by evaluating a physically unclonable function P on input S
each time K is needed. Hence, the properties of the PUF ensure that the adversary
cannot access the tag secret K but destroys the tag T by any attempt to corrupt it.

Let l ∈ N be a given security parameter, α,β ,γ,κ ∈ N be polynomial in l and
F : {0,1}κ×{0,1}2α −→{0,1}β be a family of pseudorandom functions. Each tag
T is equipped with a PUF P : {0,1}γ −→ {0,1}κ and is initialized by a random
state S ∈R {0,1}γ . The credentials database DB of the reader R contains a tuple
(ID,K) for each legitimate tag TID where K← P(S).

Our destructive-private tag authentication protocol is illustrated in Figure 2. The
reader R starts by sending a random challenge a to the tag TID, which first chooses
a random value b and then queries its PUF with its state S to reconstruct its tag
authentication secret K. Next, the tag TID evaluates FK(a,b), sends the result c and b
to the reader R and immediately erases K, a, b and c from its temporary memory. On
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recept of c the reader R recomputes FK(a,b) for each tuple (ID,K) in its credential
database DB until it finds a match. If the reader R finds a matching (ID,K), it accepts
the tag TID by returning ID. Otherwise, the reader R rejects the tag TID and returns
⊥.

Correctness

Clearly, if both tag TID and reader R are legitimate, then the correctness of the Ident
protocol shown in Figure 2 follows directly from the properties of the PRF F (see
Definition 1) and the correctness of the PUF P (see Definition 2).

6 Security Analysis

6.1 Tag Authentication

Theorem 1. The RFID protocol illustrated in Figure 2 achieves tag authentication
(Definition 6).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that the protocol shown in Figure 2 does not
achieve tag authentication. This means that there is an adversary Asec who can
generate, with non-negligible probability p, a protocol message (b̃, c̃) for a given
ã such that c̃ = FK̃(ã, b̃) where (ĨD, K̃) ∈ DB without having made a Corrupt or
SendTag(ã, ·) query to the tag TĨD. In the following, we show that Asec can be
transformed into a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm Aprf that contradicts
the security property of the underlying PRF F (Definition 1). Hence, the pseudo-
randomness of F ensures that there is no such adversary Asec.

Tag TID Reader R

S DB =
{
(ID1,K1), . . . , (IDn,Kn)

}

a ∈R {0, 1}αa

b, c
if ∃ (ID,K) ∈ DB

s.t. c = FK(a, b) then

endif

return ID

else return ⊥

b ∈R {0, 1}α

K ← P(S)

c← FK(a, b)

delete K, a, b, c

Fig. 2 Destructive-private PUF-based RFID protocol.
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The construction of Aprf is as follows: Given the security parameters l, κ , α ,
β and a description of the PRF F from the PRF-challenger Cprf, Aprf initializes
the RFID system by first choosing γ polynomial in l and then setting skR ← /0,
pkR ←

(
l,γ,κ,α,β ,F

)
and DB ← /0. Then Aprf guesses the identifier ĨD of the

tag TĨD that will be impersonated by Asec. Note that the probability of correctly
guessing ĨD is polynomial since Asec can create at most a polynomial number of
tags. Next, Aprf initializes Asec with

(
l,γ,κ,α,β ,F

)
and simulates all the oracles

defined in Section 4.2 to Asec:

• CreateTag(ID) If there already is a tuple (ID, ·, ·) ∈ DB or if ID = ĨD, then Aprf
aborts. Otherwise, Aprf chooses S∈R {0,1}γ and K ∈R {0,1}κ and updates DB←
DB∪

{
(ID,K,S)

}
.

• Draw, Free, Launch The simulation of the Draw, Free and Launch oracle is
straightforward. Note that Aprf knows the secret look-up table Γ of the Draw
oracle.

• SendTag(a,vtag) If Γ [vtag] = ĨD, then Aprf responds with b ∈R {0,1}α and c←
OFK̃ (a,b). Else, Aprf gets (Γ [vtag],K,S) from DB and responds with b∈R {0,1}α

and c← FK(a,b).
• SendReader( /0,π) If π has been previously generated by a Launch oracle query

and the corresponding protocol transcript is trπ = /0, then Aprf returns a ∈R
{0,1}α and updates trπ ← a.

• SendReader
(
(b,c),π

)
If π has been previously generated by a Launch oracle

query and the corresponding protocol transcript is trπ = a, then Aprf updates the
protocol transcript trπ ← (a,b,c) and aborts otherwise.

• Result(π) If π has been previously generated by a Launch oracle query and the
corresponding protocol transcript trπ = (a,b,c) has been obtained through a←
SendReader( /0,π), then computes c′← FK(a,b) for each tuple (ID,K) in DB. If a
c′ = c for some (ID,K) then returns 1, otherwise returns 0.

• Corrupt(vtag) If there is a tuple (Γ [vtag],K,S) in DB, Aprf returns S. Note that
according to Definition 6, Asec is not allowed to corrupt the tag TĨD and hence,
Aprf needs not to simulate the Corrupt oracle for the tag TĨD.

With non-negligible probability, after a polynomial number of oracle queries, Asec
returns a protocol message (b̃, c̃) for a given ã. Next, Aprf sends x← (ã, b̃) to Cprf

who responds with the challenge y, which is either y← FK̃(x) or y ∈R {0,1}β . In
case y = c̃, Aprf returns 0 and 1 otherwise.

Note that in case b = 1, Aprf perfectly simulates all oracles defined in Section 4.2
to Asec. Hence, in case b = 1, by assumption Asec generates (b̃, c̃) for any given ã
such that c̃ = FK̃(ã, b̃) holds with non-negligible probability. In return, this means
that Aprf has a non-negligible advantage of distinguishing the output of F and a
randomly chosen value. Clearly, this contradicts the pseudo-randomness of the PRF
F (Definition 1), which proves Theorem 1. ut
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6.2 Destructive Privacy

Theorem 2. The RFID protocol illustrated in Figure 2 achieves destructive privacy
(Definition 7).

Proof. According to Definition 7, destructive privacy means that there is a blinder
B that simulates the Launch, SendTag, SendReader and Result oracle such that
no destructive adversary Aprv (Definition 4) can distinguish between the blinder
B and the real oracles. Hence, to prove Theorem 2, we first give the construction
of the blinder B and then show that every destructive adversary Aprv has at most
negligible probability to distinguish the blinder B from the real oracles.

The blinder B is initialized with the security parameters l, γ , κ , α , β and the
public key pkR of the reader R and works as follows:

• Launch() The simulation of the Launch oracle is straightforward.
• SendTag(a,vtag) Return b ∈R {0,1}α and c ∈R {0,1}β .
• SendReader

(
π
)

Return a ∈R {0,1}α .
• SendReader

(
(b,c),π

)
Since oracle queries of this form do not generate any out-

put nor change the state of the tag and the reader, the blinder B needs not to
simulate their responses.

• Result(π) If π has been previously generated by a Launch oracle query and
the corresponding protocol transcript trπ = (a,b,c) has been generated by
a← SendReader

(
/0,π

)
and (b,c)← SendTag

(
a,vtag

)
, return 1 and 0 otherwise.

In the following, we show that if there is a destructive adversary Aprv who can dis-
tinguish the blinder B from the real oracles, then we can use Aprv to construct a
polynomial time algorithm that violates the security properties of either the under-
lying PRF F or the PUF P.

Let game game(0) be the game where the adversary Aprv interacts with the real
oracles as defined in Section 4.2. Now consider the following hybrid game game(1)

that is exactly as game(0) with the only difference that the states S and the authentica-
tion secrets K of all tags are simulated by randomly chosen values. In the following,
we show that if Aprv can distinguish between game(0) and game(1), then we can
use Aprv to construct a polynomial time algorithm Apuf that contradicts the security
property of the PUF P (Definition 2).

According to the protocol specification given in Section 5, the states and PUFs
of different tags are chosen independently. Moreover, Apuf can trivially simulate
different tags by following the protocol specifications. Hence, we assume w.l.o.g.
that Aprv creates just one single tag TID during his attack. To create this tag TID,
Apuf chooses S ∈R {0,1}γ and sets K ← OP(S). Note that OP(S) either returns
K← P(S) as in game(0) or K ∈R {0,1}κ as in game(1). Now, Apuf can interact with
all the oracles defined in Section 4.2 that are simulated by Apuf based on the input of
Cpuf. The simulation of the Draw, Free and Launch oracle is straightforward. Note
that the output of the Result and Corrupt oracle is independent of the PUF of tag
TID and hence, these oracles can be simulated in a trivial way. Since SendReader
queries generate no output and do not change the state S of the tag TID, they need
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not be simulated by Apuf. On a SendTag(a,vtag) oracle query, Apuf responds with
b ∈R {0,1}α and c← FK(a,b).

Note that Aprv is a destructive adversary and hence, by making a Corrupt(vtag)
query, Aprv can obtain the state S of the tag vtag but he can no longer send any query
that involves the tag vtag afterwards. After a polynomial number of oracle queries,
Aprv returns a bit b′. In case b′ = 1 (which indicates that Aprv detected B), with
non-negligible probability OP must have returned a random K ∈R {0,1}κ . Hence,
Apuf can distinguish the between the output of a PUF and a randomly chosen value,
which contradicts the security property of the PUF (Definition 2). As a result, it
follows that ∣∣Pr

[
game(0) = 1

]
−Pr

[
game(1) = 1

]∣∣ (1)

is negligible.
Next, consider the hybrid game game(2) that is exactly as game(1) with the only

difference that the SendTag oracle is simulated by the blinder B as described above.
In the following, we show that if Aprv can distinguish between game(1) and game(2),
then we can use Aprv to construct a polynomial time algorithm Aprf that contradicts
the security property of the PRF F (Definition 1).

Let q ∈N be the number of SendTag queries made by Aprv, which is polynomial
in l. Moreover, let i ∈ {0, . . . ,q}. Now consider the following hybrid game gamei
with Aprv: The first i SendTag queries of Aprv are answered by the blinder B (as in
game(2)), while the remaining q− i queries are forwarded and answered by the real
SendTag oracle (as in game(1)). Note that game0 corresponds to game(1) whereas
gameq corresponds to game game(2). Hence, and due to the contradicting assumption
made at the beginning of the proof, it holds that

Advprv
Aprv

=
∣∣Pr[game0 = 1]−Pr[gameq = 1]

∣∣

is non-negligible. In return, this means that there must be some index i ∈ {1, . . . ,q}
such that ∣∣Pr[gamei−1 = 1]−Pr[gamei = 1]

∣∣ (2)

is non-negligible. Note that Equation 2 implies that w.l.o.g. Aprv detects B in game
gamei with non-negligible probability while he has at most negligible probability to
detect B in game gamei−1.

We can use Aprv to construct the following polynomial time algorithm Aprf
that violates the security property of the PRF F (Definition 1). Therefore, Aprf
plays the hybrid game game′i with Aprv, which is like gamei except that the i-th
SendTag(a,vtag) query is answered as follows: Aprf chooses b∈R {0,1}α and sends
x← (a,b) to the PRF-challenger Cprf, which responds with y←OF(x) that is either
y = FK(x) or y ∈R {0,1}2α Then, Aprf sends (b,c) to Aprv. Note that, in case Cprf
sends y = FK(x) then game′i = gamei−1 and game′i = gamei otherwise. Hence, if Aprv
returns 1 (which indicates that Aprv detected B) then Aprf must have played gamei.
Clearly, this allows Aprf to distinguish the output of the PRF F from a random value,
which contradicts the security property of the PRF (Definition 1). Hence, the PRF
ensures that Equation 2 is negligible and, as a consequence, that
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∣∣Pr
[
game(1) = 1

]
−Pr

[
game(2) = 1

]∣∣ (3)

is negligible.
Next, consider the hybrid game game(3) that is exactly as game(2) with the only

difference that the Result oracle is simulated by the blinder B as described above.
In the following, we show that if there is an adversary Aprv who can distinguish
between game(2) and game(3), then Aprv can be used to construct a polynomial time
algorithm Asec that contradicts tag authentication (Definition 6).

In the following, let p ∈N be the number of Result queries made by Aprv, which
is polynomial in l. Moreover, let i ∈ {0, . . . , p}. Now consider the following hybrid
game game∗i : The first i Result queries of Aprv are answered by the blinder B (as
in game(3)), while the remaining p− i queries are forwarded and answered by the
real Result oracle (as in game(2)). Note that game∗0 corresponds to game(2) whereas
game∗p is equivalent to game(3). Hence, and due to the contradicting assumption
made at the beginning of the proof, it holds that

Advprv
Aprv

=
∣∣Pr[game∗0 = 1]−Pr[game∗p = 1]

∣∣

is non-negligible. In return, this means that there must be some index i ∈ {1, . . . , p}
such that ∣∣Pr[game∗i−1 = 1]−Pr[game∗i = 1]

∣∣ (4)

is non-negligible. Note that Equation 4 implies that w.l.o.g. Aprv detects B in game
game∗i with non-negligible probability while he has at most negligible probability to
detect B in game game∗i−1. This means that in game∗i Aprv runs a protocol instance
π where the Result oracle simulated by B returns a different output then the real
Result oracle. According to the description of B given at the beginning of this
proof and the definition of the Result oracle in Section 4.2, this can only happen
if Aprv generates a protocol transcript trπ = (a,b,c) such that c = FK(a,b) where
(ID,K) ∈ DB and tag TID has not been corrupted by Aprv. However, as shown in
the proof of Theorem 1 this can only happen with negligible probability. Hence, tag
authentication ensures that Equation 5 is negligible and thus

∣∣Pr
[
game(2) = 1

]
−Pr

[
game(3) = 1

]∣∣ (5)

is negligible as well.
Note that game(3) corresponds to the game where Aprv interacts with a full blin-

der B. Hence, from Equation 1, Equation 3 and Equation 5 it follows that
∣∣Pr

[
game(0) = 1

]
−Pr

[
game(3) = 1

]∣∣

is negligible. This means that Aprv cannot distinguish between the real oracles and
the full blinder B, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. ut
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that physically unclonable functions are a very inter-
esting and promising approach to improve the security and privacy of existing RFID
systems. However, several aspects of PUFs and their deployment to RFID require
further research. Since PUFs are bound to the device in which they are embedded,
no other entity can verify the output of a PUF to a given challenge without know-
ing the correct output value in advance. Another problem with PUFs is that their
realizations require careful statistical testing before they can be safely deployed to
real security-critical products. Moreover, to our knowledge, there is no complete
security and adversary model for PUFs yet.
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